when we choose with L = 40 nm and d It should be however noted that the obtained parameters might not be useful to know the detail electron density of ATBC since the scattering function at this q range is also affectable by the local helical structure and distribution of solvent molecules nereby the polymer chain. 
where N 0 is the degree of polymerization, h 1 
Heat of Dilution and Polymer-Solvent Interaction Parameter. Let us consider the dilution process of a polymer solution with a diluent. The diluent, the solvent (in the polymer solution), and polymer are denoted as components 0, 1, and 2, respectively. Using the lattice model, 
and
Likewise, heats at diluted by the solvents, q D,soln→D,dil and q L,soln→L,dil , are expressed by
Using eqs (S8)  (S11), the difference among the above four heats of dilution is given by
When the structural unit of the polymer is changed from the segment (with same volume as the solvent) to the repeating unit, we should replace n 2 ( LP   DP ) by the n P (' LP  ' DP )
where n P is the number of the repeating units in the diluted solution, and ' LP and ' DP are the attractive potential energies per repeating unit. Finally, we obtain the following equation
S6
In the text, we discuss the relation between the heat of dilution and the intramolecular hydrogen binding between the neighboring glucose residues connected by the glucosidic linkage, of which internal rotation determines the local conformation of ATBC. However, the choice of the normal glucose residue as the repeating unit is inconvenient to discuss the above relation, because the glucosidic linkage, we are interested in, is not included in the repeating unit. We can escape this inconvenience by choosing the structural unit enclosed by the dotted ellipsoid in the following scheme as the repeating unit. 
